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 Attendees: 

 

1. Jo Milner - Chill in the community Cafe  

2. Ruth Porter – Older Citizens Advocacy York (OCAY) 

3. Violet Cannon – York Travellers Trust 

4. Paul Wordsworth - City of Sanctury 

5. Liz Wilson - Welfare benefits unit 

6. David Copley - KYRA Women’s Project  

7. Julie Kitching - Experience Counts  

8. Sara Mair – York Unifying Multicultural Initiatives (YUMI) 

9. Zulfa Motin - Intern at Joseph Rowntree Housing Trust 

10. Paul Rhodes – Skyblue Research 

11. Amber Graver – Skyblue Research  

12. Alan Graver – Skyblue Research 

 

Apologies; Kev Curran, Emily Deckers, Nigel Poulton, Jake Furby, Tom Meares.  

 

Focus of the meeting 

 

● What is evidence?  

● How can we strengthen it?  

 

A further focus for the meeting was to help participants make proportionate decisions about 

their data and evidence collection. However, it was agreed to defer this to the final 

workshop, this was because the group agreed they would like more time in this workshop to 

dedicate to the action learning sets that had kindly been prepared by KYRA Women’s 

Project and Chill in the Community Café.  

 

Definition of Evidence 

 

“Expert knowledge; published research; existing statistics; stakeholder consultations; 

previous policy evaluations; the Internet; outcomes from consultations; costings of policy 

options; output from economic and statistical modelling.” 

 

Source: Cabinet Office Strategic Policy Making Team 1999. 
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Action Learning Set 1: Jo Milner, Chill in the Community Café   

 
The session started off with a presentation delivered by Jo Milner from Chill in the 

Community Café on how they, as an organisation, collate ‘evidence’ of impact. 

 

For full PowerPoint presentation see: Chill in the community Cafe  Impact Report 2018 

 

Key points - evidence collated;  

 

- Anecdotal (quotes / video logs from clients / physical change seen in clients) 

- Weight of food (number of food parcels identified)  

- Index cards (quick update cards of clients progress) 

- Financial patterns (Savings created for statutory services / Clients no longer needing 

the foodbank). 

 

Presenting evidence;  

 

- A PowerPoint is used to present evidence of need to funders, councillors etc. that is 

updated every four months by the team. 

 

 

Recorded outcomes;  

 

• Feelings of safety 

file://///Synology916/Shared_Files/SKYBLUE%20CONTRACTS/COMMUNITIES/JRF/Workshop%202%20-%20Evidence/Chill%20in%20the%20community%20CIC%20Impact%20Report%202018%20-%2019.pptx
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● Amount of food donated 

● Number of families supplied with food 

● Increased client confidence 

● New friendships enabled  

● Changes in parenting capabilities  

● Behaviour changes  

● Additional life skills  

● Supported clients into employment.  

 

After presenting to the room, there were two breakout groups to discuss Jo’s evidence 

collection and sharing in further detail.  

 

Clear rationale for approach to data collection 

 

Jo was honest in explaining Chill in the Community Café had developed their evidence base 

‘late’. This was something Jo had been passionate about as she felt perhaps if, as an 

organisation they had collected evidence from the start, then ‘we wouldn’t be in the position 

we are today’1. The approaches they use to collect data include; skilfully guided 

conversation using mentoring questions, tally charts of attendance, index cards per client 

and weight of food.  

 

“A lot of our evidence is anecdotal as we speak a lot to customers / clients. We chat and 

guide the conversations to ask them questions. Everything we do is based on 

conversations.” 

 

“We have 60 - 70 cards. We have a filing cabinet of these index cards. The cards explain 

silly things like what coffee they use so we don’t have to ask again. Staff will scribble 

updates on the card, it is an easy way of looking up progress / where client is at if a different 

team member is working with them on the day.” 

 

Evidence of the need for Chill in the Community Café  

 

The group felt that without Chill in the Community Café there would be negative 

consequences locally and when asked whether evidence seemed credible there was an 

emotional reaction from the group in support of Jo based on similar client groups and 

conditions they have witnessed in their professional lives.  

 

This led to a wider discussion about problems with the ‘system’ currently, largely aimed at 

the Council who ‘dislike us for highlighting need.’  

 

“Councillors make up statistics and that is ok but not if we do. They do not do enough in the 

community to report authoritatively on ‘need’ in the community.” (Jo) 

 

 
1 Chill in the Community Café are due to close in November 2019.  
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“The Council do not include representatives of those working with individuals in need e.g. 

SASH on an issue of homelessness.” (Paul) 

 

Feedback methods  

 

Although data presented and methods of collating evidence of impact were supported on the 

day, it was suggested that more tangible, repeatable methods, would be beneficial and 

would stand better against Councillors and funders.  

 

“I think having something tangible might persuade those in power; decision-makers / service 

providers to believe conditions and act!” (Violet) 

 

“It might be effective to capture formally how people come in and how they leave, so it’s 

repeatable.” (Violet) 

 

Wider feedback from this group 

 

Included the realisation that organisations could collect further information and present data 

differently to show impact.  

 

“This has made me realise we don’t keep records necessarily of all the things we really do” 

(Paul) 

 

“We have never put a price on clients - never thought or reported on time and money we 

save statutory services.”  (Violet) 

 

Importantly, the group were reminded of the challenge faced when collecting data and 

information from clients/members/users when considering duty of care.  

 

“People are expected to tell their ‘Story’ (Identifiable victim) but we have a duty of care - I 

cannot expose these people to please others.” (Paul) 

 

 

Skyblue would really like to thank Jo Milner from Chill in the Community Café for taking the 

time to prepare and then present and share his practice with the group. We have no doubt it 

will be one of the most memorable aspects of the whole programme. Thank you Jo! 
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Action Learning Set 2: David Copley, KYRA Women’s Project  

Following Jo, David Copley from KYRA Women’s Project presented on how data is collected 

and shared by the organisation.  

 

For full PowerPoint presentation see; KYRA Impact Data Collection Presentation  

 

Key points - evidence collated; 

 

- Anecdotal evidence  

- Number of members 

- Costs to run the project 

- Total amount of members accessing KYRA 

- Where referrals are from  

- How much it would cost to fund volunteers 

- How much would it cost to fund counsellors  

 

How data is collected; 

 

- 1:1 discussions  

- Pre-course questionnaires 

- Post-course questionnaires 

- Snap shot questionnaires 

- On the door sign-in book (to know the numbers on the books)  

- Course data from tutors  

file://///Synology916/Shared_Files/SKYBLUE%20CONTRACTS/COMMUNITIES/JRF/Workshop%202%20-%20Evidence/Kyra%20Impact%20Data%20collection%20presentation.pptx
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- Videos from members 

- By drawing on and benchmarking against external information (i.e. York Census, 

National Office for Statistics and anecdotal and real evidence from other 

organisations) 

- Data for KYRA members – online system (self-created) which is maintained by admin 

staff.  

 

“We measure wellbeing on a scale of 1 to 4 across wellbeing, work, skills and community & 

relationships.”  

 

During the Action Learning Set focusing on the presentation by KYRA the group felt that: 

 

Evidence of the need for KYRA Women’s Project  

 

There was evidence for the need for KYRA’s service in York because of the number of 

people using it and waiting list. This led to a wider discussion about the importance of small 

charities making use of secondary sources of data and statistics that can help highlight the 

prevalence of needs and challenges in an area e.g. using date from the Community Life 

Survey to understand issues around the extent of loneliness and social isolation, or the Joint 

Strategic Needs Assessment to put one’s work in a health context. The ONS was also 

mentioned as a source that some charities use when seeking to make the case for what they 

do. 

 

Clear rationale for approach to data collection 

 

The group also felt that David had explained how KYRA had decided on their approach to 

data collection, such as collecting information in a consistent way at first contact and at 

different points in their journey through the support and service available to them. The pre- 

and post- survey approach – was well explained and easy to understand. It did lead on to a 

wider discussion about the opportunity to collect information from people after their 

intervention, as this is when you can find out whether the support has endured as intended 

and for how long. This is something David is likely to take forward despite the practical 

challenges this may bring. For now he will ask some of the people that use KYRA how long 

they expect the changes to last before implementing any new universal process. 

 

Feedback methods  

 

Some of the group commented that they find it really difficult to use traditional feedback 

forms at the end of their engaging events because ‘they kill the atmosphere’. This was agree 

to be a common challenge, and led to ideas about using more participatory methods to gain 

feedback if needed at the event itself (e.g. not using a survey but something more visual – 

we used a ‘cardboard sock’ in this event which can sometimes be filled in and hung on a 

‘feedback washing line’ to create a more visual approach); or approach the feedback 

process in a different way altogether like one of the group who decide to phone everyone up 

afterwards and link the process of getting feedback to further developing their relationship 
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with the beneficiary. One uses a simple yes / no sticky note feedback process – all ways of 

avoiding surveys but nevertheless gathering information. They key is to ensure you only 

collect data that matters, that is really going to be used by you to improve what you do. 

 

Outcomes 

 

David’s presentation was felt to be incredibly strong in articulating the outcomes the 

organisation expected to happen for people that use KYRA, and in aligning a process to 

capture data relating to these outcomes as people move through their journey. This enables 

a compelling distance travelled narrative at least up until the point of ‘closure’ or ‘exit’ from 

the support. One opportunity, that did emerge was the idea to link some of the outcomes to 

standardised scales i.e. tools that are regarded as really strong and have good provenance 

in the eyes of funders and investors e.g. the Rosenberg Self Esteem Scale, or General Self 

Efficacy Scale or looking at how to capture wellbeing using things like the Warwick 

Edinburgh Mental Health Scale. Another reality is that sometimes people do a baseline 

survey and rate themselves good for something (e.g. 7 out of 10 for IT skills), then do a bit of 

training and suddenly realise they’re not as good as they thought (so rate themselves 5 out 

of 10!) and then through further training build confidence to push forward again (8 out of 10 

perhaps). We all learned a new term called ‘polynomial’ which describes these different 

uneven patterns in progress where sometimes you can take one step forwards, two steps 

backwards and so forth. We agreed that this is life and therefore not something to be scared 

about presenting just because the default is for people to expect ‘good’ or ‘success’ to look 

like a steady line of progress 7 out of 10 to 80 out of 10 to 9 out of 10 etc. This again inspired 

David in his practice. 

 

Systems 

 

The whole group were unanimously impressed with the way in which KYRA had developed a 

system for collecting the data in a standardised way that enables reporting progress – by 

different classifications (e.g. gender, age) – easy to extract, and then available to pull into 

their annual reports and other documentation. This provided a real sense of confidence. 

Improvements would include capturing other types of classifier information from the service 

users beyond ONS classifiers e.g. their sense of belonging or personal wellbeing rating at 

start through to finish and beyond. This is where some of the standardised scales can help 

and may impact the way in which initial contact form, and user surveys are designed in 

future by David and KYRA. The only other drawback is that the system was entirely 

bespoke, so whilst this is excellent for KYRA, the group realised they would need someone 

like David, with his capabilities and know-how to replicate. There are off the shelf systems 

available that charities may wish to look at but of course with any technological kit comes 

investment not only of time, but also money and getting the whole team – including 

volunteers – to know how to use it and routinely behave in a way to keep the data up to date. 
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Impact 

 

The presentation provided compelling insights about the kind of changes happening for 

different people in relation to the main outcomes KYRA is intending to enable for their 

beneficiaries, but there was acknowledgement that to be able to claim true impact in future 

there is opportunity to a) capture information after the person leaves the support and b) asks 

questions that seek to understand the amount of change the person has felt that can be 

attributed to KYRA as opposed to other things that will also have been contributing to that 

change. A number of simple questions were shared with the group to tackle these 

improvement areas. 

 

Skyblue would really like to thank David Copley from KYRA for taking the time to prepare 

and then present and share his practice with the group. We have no doubt it will be one of 

the most memorable aspects of the whole programme. We are delighted that he has since 

fed back to say that the discussion with others in the group about how to do things differently 

and / or better has been helpful for him to make decisions about his impact practice 

approach in future. Thank you David! 
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Take outs from session 

 
Participants were asked to write on a ‘sock’ what they would take away from the workshop 

that will improve their own evidence collection: 

 

Sara (YUMI)  

 

● Introduce a robust data collection like KYRA!  

● Consider this data in relation to local / national demographic statistics  

● Don’t rely too heavily on anecdotal evidence to measure distance travelled.  

 

Jo (Chill in the Community Café) 

 

Reignited my fire to use all evidence, case studies, impact along with all research together in 

either a book, training / development programme to help people avoid what has happened to 

Chill in Community Cafe. Be more vocal, it’s not enough to do amazing work behind the 

scenes you need to be really loud!  

 

Julie (Experience Counts)  

 

Measuring distance travelled more effectively / meaningfully.  
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Violet (York Travellers Trust)  

 

● £216 per client - need to monitor what we save CYC.  

● Monitor how many meals we give out! 

● Short notes throughout the day 

 

Liz (Welfare Benefits Unit)  

 

Ensure 3-year service review, includes simple impact question(s) - currently only output.  

 

Ruth (OCAY) 

 

Improve writing the story behind the statistics  

 

David (KYRA)  

 

Look at comparative data; i.e. look at the different personal groups we have (age, ethnic, 

religion) and compare with our data to see if any group trends appear, then compare to 

national statistics and local statistics (York)  

 

Paul (City of Sanctuary)  

 

Going to collect information related to time given / spent by volunteers / on work for York City 

of Sanctuary.  

Plan for next workshop;  

In November2  

 

- Workshop will be focused on how to ‘tell your story’ 

- We will start with an activity to help us consider a proportionate approach to evidence 

collection led by Paul  

- Ruth Potter (OCAY) will deliver action learning set on ‘telling your story’ 

- The rest of the session will look at the various and different ways you can tell a 

compelling story about the difference you make – looking at different media, 

considering what makes a good case study and what your experiences have been 

when communicating your impact to staff, Trustees and funders / investors.  

- Individuals to schedule 1:1 ‘clinic’ style 1-hour session with Alan in the New Year. 

 

 
2 Friday 29th.  
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Counterfactual attribution and enduring questions 
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3

 
3 Maximising your impact – a guide for social entrepreneurs.  
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Useful links  

 

Office for National Statistics link to calculating value of volunteering: 

 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/visualisations/dvc376/index.html  

 

PerformWell link to various downloadable measurements and scales: 

 

http://www.performwell.org/index.php/find-surveyassessments  

 

Back from the Brink - How Fairbridge transforms the lives of disadvantaged young people 

link to report by Barry Knight that mentions ‘Polynomial’ journey mentioned in workshop:  

 

http://www.fairbridge.org.uk/content_files/files/fb_back_from_the_brink_final_report_1006.pd

f  

 

Need some more help, want to chat? 
 

If you want to chat about anything relating to this workshop or the learning programme more 

generally please call Skyblue on 01904 340942 or email alan@skyblue.org.uk in the first 

instance. Paul and Amber are also on hand to support as required. 

 

 

 
 

www.skyblue.org.uk 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/visualisations/dvc376/index.html
http://www.performwell.org/index.php/find-surveyassessments
http://www.fairbridge.org.uk/content_files/files/fb_back_from_the_brink_final_report_1006.pdf
http://www.fairbridge.org.uk/content_files/files/fb_back_from_the_brink_final_report_1006.pdf
mailto:alan@skyblue.org.uk
http://www.skyblue.org.uk/

